COMPLETE SET

suggestions

ConSet 4

unpowered
multi configurable pa system
4-way
2 x C 12 unpowered top
2 x C 1214 unpowered top
4 x CW L unpowered subwoofer
2 x T SUB unpowered subwoofer
3 x TA 4D power amp - details page
1 x TA 2D power amp - details page, D MOD® or FIRMOD2® controller
35 - 19,000 Hz, 9,000 Wrms, 140dB / 146dB, C 12 HDSP® mid/horn near field
C 1214 - Coaxial low/mid-high mid far field

TA 2D

TA 4D
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C 12

suggestions

unpowered

The C 12 complements the KS AUDIO C-Series of Top boxes in HDSP technology, resulting in the highest sound pressure level even in the lower frequency ranges while simultaneously having
the lightest weight possible.
The sound dispersion design of the HDSP mid/high frequency horn and its electronic blending with the bass/midrange driver is truly unique. The HDSP® DEsign results in the multiple integrated
dispersion angles that widen downwards towards the near field of the speaker while maintaining tight pattern control and long throw capability. The vertical bending of the HF wave front continues through the cut-off frequency as well as the crossover frequency, without any variance in the frequency response. This means that with a standard two-speaker setup, the audience in close
proximity to the speakers will enjoy the same audio quality and definition as those further away.
Both the 12” long throw woofer and the 1.4 compression driver have strong but light neodymium magnets. The 3” membrane of the compression driver consists of a special aluminum alloy that
has a clearly reduced distortion factor in comparison to a titanium membrane.
With the C 12, KS AUDIO has responded to the demanding needs of the professional operator with a universal self-powered loudspeaker producing the highest audio quality in a compact size.
There are many applications in which the C 12 can be used: Theatre, Live-stage Music, in large rooms or tents, as a delay system for far away areas, or as a compact middle-high frequency system
in combination with the C W1, C W2, or C WL subwoofers.
The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from birch plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored polyurethane coating. At your request the finish available can
be changed to any desired color from the RAL color charts. Another special feature is the two multipurpose fittings on the back of the speaker, allowing the installation of different fly-ware and
connectors, which are safely interlocked by means of quick release push-pins. There is a pole mount in the bottom of the cabinet and a protective steel grill on the front, with or without acoustic
foam, are further features of this high-quality product.

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horiz. x vertical in degrees)
recom. amplifier / system controller type
transducers
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input / output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

C 1214

unpowered

C 12 unpowered

58 - 19,0 00Hz +/- 3dB
133dB / 139dB peak
HDSP asymm. 60 - 120 x 35 - 5 dgr tilt
KS CA 4D or TA 4D / D MOD® or FIRMOD2®
12” ND cone + 1.4” ND compression driver
700 + 100 / 1,400 + 200
2-way bi-amp or full-range (switchable) 1,200Hz
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS + acoustic foam (inside)
charcoal polyurethane
58 x 35 x 41 cm 22.6” x 13.7” x 16.2”
21 kg 46 lbs
35 mm pole mount, 4 x M6 mounting points
mounting frame, multi purpose flyware,
black HD cover, finish available in 200 RAL colors

coaxial

The C 1214 completes the KD AUDIO C-Series with an excellent horn loaded-system. Due to its horn loaded coaxial arrangement of the low-mid chassis and mid-high driver the directivity is well
balanced for long throw applications.
Both the 12” woofer and the 1.4” compression driver have strong but light neodymium magnets. The 3” membrane of the compression driver consist of a special aluminum alloy that has a clearly
reduced distortion factor in comparison to a titanium membrane.
With the C 1214, KS AUDIO has responded to the demanding needs of the professional operator with a universal, self-powered loudspeaker with the highest audio quality in a compact size.
There are many applications in which the C 1214 can be used: Theatre, Live-stage Music, in large rooms or tents, as a delay system for far away areas, or as a compact middle-high tone system in
combination with one of the many KS AUDIO subwoofers, we recommend the C WL subwoofer.
The C 1214 is equally suited for standard stacking, as well as flying-assemblies with the integrated RIG C flying-system. The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from
birch plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored polyurethane coating. At your request the finish available can be changed to any desired color from the RAL color charts. Four sturdy
wheels, handles, and a protective steel grill, with or without acoustic foam, are further features of this high-quality product.

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horiz. x vertical in degrees)
recom. amplifier / system controller type
transducers
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input / output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

C 1214 unpowered

75 / 120 - 19,000Hz +/- 3dB
131dB / 136dB peak
60 x 40
KS CA 4D or TA 4D / D MOD® or FIRMOD2®
12” ND cone + 1.4” ND compression driver
500 + 100 / 1,000 + 200
bi-amp or full-range mode (switchable)/1,200Hz
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS + acoustic foam (inside)
charcoal polyurethane
52 x 30 x 33 cm 20.4” x 11.7” x 12.9”
15 kg 33 lbs
35mm pole mount, multipurpose rigging fittings
mounting frame, multipurpose flyware,
black HD cover, finish available in 200 RAL colors
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In spite of its small stature, the C WL delivers a very deep, powerful yet clean, and dry sound. The speaker cabinet is a classic-reflex design - 1 x 18”and has performance of the highest quality. What
makes the C WL unique is the highly durable long throw driver with a 114 mm voice coil and reinforced cone, plus a directivity for frequencies in the range of 40Hz: the 2 bass reflex openings
have a large exponential cross-sectional contour that has particularly high efficiency and minimal distortion through minor losses at the tunnel openings.
The C WL’s small size makes it especially qualified for venues where little space on the stage is available, specifically in combination with a C LINE ARRAY where the subwoofers need to be flown.
Integrated C RIG fly ware allows secure stacking and rigging with several KS C speaker systems. Three C WL subs stacked upon one another provide the correct height level for the C 1214 or a
C LINE ground stack. The C WL creates out of the bass frequencies of the left and right channel, a summed, loss-free and highly efficient mono signal.
The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from birch plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored Polyurethane coating. At your request the finish available
can be changed to any desired color from the RAL color charts. C RIG fly ware, Handholds, an M20 pole mount, and protective grill, with or without acoustic foam, and four stable wheels on the
backside, are further features of this high-quality product. A protective transport cover is also available.
The sturdy protective grill covers the entire front and can also be covered in “invisible” acoustic foam. A protective transport cover is also available.

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horizontal x vertical in degrees)
recommended amplifier / system controller type
transducer
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input connectors
output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

T SUB

C WL unpowered

38 -120Hz +/-3dB
127dB / 133dB peak
omni directional
KS TA 2D or TA 4D / D MOD® or FIRMOD2®
18” cone, 4.5” voice coil, 114 mm long excursion
900 / 1,800
woofer mode / high cut 120Hz
Speakon NL4
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS + acoustic foam (inside or outside)
charcoal polyurethane
58 x 58 x 72 cm 22.6” x 22.6” x 28.3”
49 kg 108 lbs
integrated C-RIG flyware , M20 pole mount, wheels
C-RIG cradle, frontcover (only with inside foam),
black HD cover, finish available in 200 RAL colors

unpowered

With the T SUB subwoofer KS AUDIO has set a new bench mark for a very impressive subwoofer performance.

The T SUB makes an impressive bass fundamental, even in the lowest octave of the low frequency band. The T SUB produces the frequencies that your ears expect in large spaces and in open air
applications. This is achieved by the use of eight highly resilient 10” long-throw woofer with a 30 mm voice-coil, an extra long excursion and double magnets.
The relatively small moving mass of the coated membranes in connection with push-pull technology produces a precise in-and out transient response. The drivers are designed in specially engineered enclosures with exact acoustically tuned properties. This minimizes any possible distortion.
The performance is much more impressive than with any conventional divers sizes like 12”, 15”, 18” or even larger sizes.
The speaker cabinet itself has very little vibration due to its strategically reinforced plywood construction.
The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from birch plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored Polyurethane coating. At your request the finish available
can be changed to any desired color from the RAL color charts. Handholds, 4 stable wheels and a protective grill, with or without acoustic foam, are further features of this high-quality product.
The T SUB is the perfect low frequency extension enclosure for many other KS AUDIO top enclosures and in particular for the C LINE and T LINE Arrays. The T SUB should be driven by the KS
AUDIO power amplifiers TA4D or TA2D.
Please note, all specifications are only achieved using KS AUDIO amplifiers and controllers.

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horizontal x vertical in degrees)
recommended amplifier / system controller type
transducer
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input / output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

T SUB unpowered

35 -70/ 120Hz +/- 3dB controlled
134dB / 140dB peak
omni directional
KS CA 4D, TA 2D or TA 4D / D MOD® or FIRMOD2®
8 x 10” x-treme long excursion
1,600 / 3,200
woofer mode / high cut 70 or 120Hz (switchable)
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS + acoustic foam (inside)
charcoal polyurethane
58 x 116 x 88 cm 22.8” x 45.7” x 34.6”
108 kg 176 lbs
8 handles, 4 wheels
black HD cover, frontcover, finish available in 200 RAL
colors

